
1. Language contact and language change in Amazonia

1.1 What this book is about

Languages can resemble each other in the categories, constructions and types of meaning they use; and in the forms they employ to express them. These similarities may be due to universal properties — for instance, all languages have clausal negation. Sometimes two languages can share the same form by pure coincidence — the Korean word for ‘two’, pronounced as [du], bears a chance similarity to Latin *duo* ‘two’ (cf. Aikhenvald and Dixon 2001: 1-2). Similarities of these kinds tell us nothing about the history of languages. The really significant similarities are those due to shared origin or to language contact.

If two modern languages descend from a common ancestor, both may retain features of this shared ‘proto-language’. Their similarities are then due to genetic inheritance. In addition, genetically related languages often develop along similar lines — this is known as ‘parallel development’ (LaPolla 1994), and was termed ‘drift’ by Sapir (1921: 147-170).

If languages are in contact, with many speakers of one language having some knowledge of the other, then they typically borrow linguistic features back and forth — habits of pronunciation, significant sounds (phonemes), grammatical
categories, vocabulary items, and even some grammatical forms. Borrowing may extend over all or most of the languages in a geographical region. We then get large-scale linguistic diffusion, defining the region as a ‘linguistic area’ (see §1.2.2 below).

Languages in contact — where a significant proportion of the speakers of one also have some competence in the other — gradually become more like each other. This is known as convergence (see §1.2.1). The most pervasive borrowing generally involves construction types, grammatical categories, and the organisation of lexical and grammatical meanings. There can also, of course, be borrowing of lexical forms and — to a lesser extent — of grammatical forms. The extent of this varies from culture to culture. One Arawak language, Tariana, has a prohibition against borrowing forms from its neighbours, while Resígaro — another Arawak language spoken in a different region — borrows them freely (see Aikhenvald 2001b).

One of the hardest tasks in comparative linguistics is to distinguish between similarities due to genetic inheritance and those due to borrowing. It is undoubtedly the case that some features are particularly open to — and others are particularly resistant to — diffusion.

Only in-depth studies, based on first hand data, will enable us to formulate sensible inductive generalizations concerning the ways in which genetically
unrelated or distantly related languages become similar due to prolonged contact, multilingualism and borrowing. Such studies have been accomplished for just a few places in the world — the Balkan linguistic area (e.g. Joseph 1983; Friedman 1997 and references therein), India (e.g. Emeneau 1980; Masica 1976), the East Arnhem Land and the Daly River regions in Australia (Heath 1978; Dixon 2002). No such studies have yet been provided for Amazonian languages.

The Amazon basin is an area of great linguistic diversity and one of the least known regions of the world linguistically. It comprises around 300 languages grouped into over 15 language families, plus a fair number of isolates. The six major linguistic families of the Amazon basin are Arawak, Tupí, Carib, Pano, Tucano and Jê; smaller families include Makú, Bora-Witoto, Harakmbet, Arawá, Chapacura, Nambiquara, Guahibo and Yanomami. (Various macro-groupings or ‘stocks’ have been suggested, by Greenberg and others; these are, almost without exception, illusory and otiose.¹)

All the major language families are highly discontinuous. For instance, Arawak languages are spoken in over ten locations north of the Amazon, and over ten south of the Amazon. The language map of Amazonia thus resembles a patchwork quilt where over a dozen colours appear to be interspersed at random. Frequent migrations and language contact bring about extensive borrowing and grammatical change, restructuring the grammar in agreement with areally spread
patterns, reanalyzing existing morphemes, and introducing new morphology (often by grammaticalizing lexical items). This produces a linguistic situation unlike those found in most other parts of the world, creating difficulties for distinguishing between similarities due to genetic retention and those due to areal diffusion.

The raison d’être of this book is to provide a systematic analysis of contact-induced language change between two reasonably well-documented, genetically unrelated and typologically different language families north of the Amazon — North Arawak and Tucanoan. I will concentrate on different language contact patterns in the multilingual area of the Vaupés basin, comparing them with other known instances of Arawak-Tucanoan contacts. All of these contact situations share a strong tendency to keep languages strictly apart by restricting the influx of borrowed forms. This creates an almost ideal ‘linguistic laboratory’ for investigating diffusion of patterns rather than of forms.

In §1.2, I discuss general issues of language contact and language change and provide a working definition of a linguistic area. The known instances of Arawak-Tucanoan language contact are overviewed in §1.3. Then, in §1.4, I consider the linguistic situation in the multilingual Vaupés area. The materials on which my study is based are discussed in §1.5. The last section, §1.6, describes the organization of the remainder of this book.
1.2 Linguistic diffusion and grammatical borrowing

An examination of diffusion of linguistic features between genetically unrelated and typologically different languages in varied situations of language contact allows us to determine tendencies and preferences in contact-induced grammatical change (though this does not necessarily involve establishing straightforward ‘hierarchies’ of borrowability).

Languages reflect the sociolinguistic history of their speakers; and language attitudes, as well as relationships between languages within a contact situation, influence the outcome of language contact. It is hard to wholeheartedly agree with the basic starting point in Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 35), that ‘it is the sociolinguistic history of the speakers, and not the structure of their language, that is the primary determinant of the linguistic outcome of language contact.’

Typologically different linguistic structures tend to change in different ways, even when the speakers share a great deal of sociolinguistic history. In chapter 3 we will see how East Tucanoan languages and Tariana, an Arawak languages — all spoken in the same environment and the same sociolinguistic conditions — have changed in strikingly different ways.

In the situation of stable multilingualism and constant interaction between languages, one expects the gradual development of structural compatibility; that is, ‘convergence’ in terms of categories and the slots in which they are marked.
Throughout this book we will see how changes of different sorts operate in phonology, morphology, syntax and discourse. In what follows, I describe the types of language change (§1.2.1), introduce the notion of linguistic area (§1.2.2), enumerate the sociolinguistic parameters relevant for language contact (§1.2.3), and discuss what is likely to be borrowed (§1.2.4).

1.2.1 Types of linguistic change

Before we proceed, a few terminological remarks are in order. Borrowing is used here in a broad sense, as ‘the transfer of linguistic features of any kind from one language to another as the result of contact’ (Trask 2000: 44). Both code-switching and code-mixing involve ‘the alternative use of two languages either within a sentence or between sentences’ (Clyne 1987: 740). I follow the differentiation made by Hill and Hill (1986: 348), ‘between meaningful and appropriate code-switching [i.e. which follows established conventions and practices — A.A.] and disorderly usage of the type which has been called ‘code-mixing’ (cf. a similar definition in Trask 2000: 61).

I employ the term interference in the sense of ‘the non-deliberate carrying of linguistic features from one’s first language into one’s second language’ (Trask
Interference is thus more restricted than borrowing and is mainly applicable to second-language acquisition (cf. Curnow 2001).

DIFFUSION is understood as the spread of a linguistic feature across a geographical area (cf. Trask 2000: 91) or as borrowing within a LINGUISTIC AREA. Diffusion can be unilateral (from one source) or multilateral (from several sources).

I distinguish between DIRECT DIFFUSION — that is, diffusion, or borrowing of forms (in the broad sense of this term) — and INDIRECT DIFFUSION — diffusion or borrowing of categories, or of terms within a category (sometimes also called ‘transfer of patterns’: cf. Heath 1978). For instance, a language can develop a system of noun classes, switch-reference or evidentiality out of its own formal resources, to match the existing categories in a contact language. Direct and indirect diffusion may involve simultaneous gain (of new morphemes and patterns) and loss (of old morphemes and patterns). Or it may involve creating new patterns which coexist with the old ones, together with new rules for the distribution of old patterns.

The latter is comparable to the creation of etymological doublets, i.e. several words in a language which have been borrowed at different times from the same item in a single source, e.g. English chief and chef; or pairs of almost-synonyms, one of which is borrowed and the other one inherited, e.g. English chef and cook.
The distinction between diffusion of forms and diffusion of patterns is crucial, since linguistic communities differ with respect to their acceptance of loan forms. Some adopt loan forms on a large scale, while others consider using ‘foreign’ importations as tokens of unacceptable language-mixing. We will see examples of this below.

I distinguish the following types of contact-induced change (besides direct diffusion of forms):

(a) **SYSTEM-ALTERING CHANGES** involve the introduction of new categories — by analogy with other language(s) in the area — and restructuring of existing categories. Examples of such a system-altering change include the development of core case marking in Tariana, under the influence of East Tucanoan languages (see Chapter 4); and the restructuring of the case system in Arde5en Laz under Turkish influence (Haig 2001: 214-17).

(b) **SYSTEM-PRESERVING CHANGES** do not involve any new categories; they may add a new term to an already existing category; or grammaticalize a morpheme to preserve threatened functional categories (Heath’s 1997 and 1998 ‘lost wax’ and ‘hermit crab’; see also discussion in Watkins 2001: 59-60). For instance, Resígaro — an Arawak language spoken in Peru which originally had a fair-sized classifier system — has extensively borrowed additional classifiers from the neighbouring Bora-Witoto languages (Aikhenvald 2001b).
Additional types of change are:

(c) **Lexical Accommodation** involves adaptation of existing lexical roots in the language to those which are similar and possibly even cognate in the source contact language (‘diffusing’ language). This is comparable to what Haugen (1969) has called ‘homophonous extensions’ — that is, formations which resemble a model phonetically but not necessarily semantically, e.g. Norwegian American *brand* ‘bran’ (meaning in Standard Norwegian: ‘fire’) which acquired its new meaning under the influence of English *bran*.

(d) **Grammatical Accommodation** involves morphosyntactic deployment of a native morpheme on the model of the syntactic function of a phonetically similar morpheme in the diffusing language. This can be exemplified by the influence of the Hittite imperfective marker *-ske* on Eastern Ionic Greek (as described by Watkins 2001: 58): as a result, the homophonous Greek morpheme acquired an imperfective meaning. Examples of similar extensions of (unrelated) Tariana morphemes under Tucano influence in the Vaupés are discussed in §10.1.

In a language contact situation with dominance relationships (§1.2.3), accommodations can be viewed as a compromise between resistance against borrowed forms, and growing pressure from the dominant language.

Structural changes vary as to their stability. Following Tsitsipis (1998: 34), I divide grammatical changes into **Completed**, **On-going** (or **Continuous**), and
DISCONTINUOUS. Completed changes cover those aspects of the grammatical system of a language which do not show any synchronic variation and which go beyond speakers’ awareness. On-going or continuous changes are those in progress; here the degree of influence of the other language depends on the speaker’s competence and possibly other, sociolinguistic, variables (such as age or degree of participation in community life). Discontinuous changes are one-off deviations characteristic of individual speakers. In the situation of language attrition these often differentiate fluent speakers from less proficient ones.

This classification of changes is particularly important for distinguishing between old and established diffusional processes — characterized by completed changes — and new, in-coming continuous changes; see §1.3.

Borrowing grammatical categories may involve:

(i) ‘Wholesale’ borrowing of a grammatical system.

When this happens, either some existing system may get reanalyzed and restructured; or a new system may be invented, e.g. grammaticalized from independent lexemes in the target language (this may go together with borrowing some grammatical morphemes). An example of this is the development of obligatory evidentiality distinctions in Tariana, under influence from East
Tucanoan languages (see Chapter 5). The opposite of this would be a ‘wholesale’
loss of a system.

(ii) Adding a term to the existing system.

For instance, if one language has a number system consisting of singular and
nonsingular and a neighbour has singular, dual and plural, the first language may
innovate a dual. This happened in Resígaro, under the influence of the
neighbouring Bora — see Aikhenvald (2001b). The opposite of this would be loss
of a term.

(iii) Borrowing of processes, e.g. double marking of plural or of case in a word, or
borrowing of phonological processes. See Chapters 2-4, for some examples.

(iv) Borrowing of syntactic constructions, such as clause types; or discourse
techniques. Numerous examples of this are given in Chapter 6.

The result of language contact can be language attrition, obsolescence and shift to
another language. Alternatively, language contact may bring about gradual
convergence resulting in structural isomorphism, whereby the grammar and
semantics of one language is almost fully replicated in another (cf. Gumperz and
Wilson 1971; Nadkarni 1975; Friedman 1997; this is sometimes termed metatypy:
Ross 2001). This concept of convergence may involve at least three kinds of
processes:
(a) Convergence can result in the adoption of new patterns by all the languages involved. New patterns coexist with the old ones; and new rules for their distribution are developed. (This is comparable to the creation of etymological doublets mentioned above.) The isomorphism of grammatical structures is not complete since each language preserves its own ‘typological profile’, alongside the adoption of a ‘foreign’ one.

(b) Alternatively, convergence can result in creating a new common grammar, which combines features of both systems in contact — a compromise between the structures. Grammatical isomorphism may tend to be strong (but not complete).

Convergence of types (a) and (b) presupposes the lack of any relationships of dominance or diglossia between the languages in contact (see §1.2.3). The necessary condition for convergence of type (c) is a relationship of dominance between languages.

(c) Convergence can also involve adoption of the structure of the source language and concomitant loss of categories which have no equivalent in the target language. This kind of convergence involves loss of patterns and is often accompanied by
attrition and obsolescence of the ‘minority’ language. It may result in morpheme-for-morpheme intertranslatability between the languages in contact (unless the minority language ceases to be spoken).

System-altering changes and wholesale borrowing of grammatical systems on the way to convergence can result in restructuring of languages in contact. For instance, a head-marking language can acquire dependent-marking properties; a suffixing language may acquire prefixes (and lose suffixes); or an active-stative language may acquire nominative-accusative properties.

The very idea of such restructuring and concomitant system-altering changes goes against the oft-quoted ‘structural compatibility requirement’. In its strong form, this requirement states that borrowing can operate only between similar systems (see, among many others, Meillet 1914: 84, 87; Moravcsik 1978; Weinreich 1953: 25). This claim holds only as a tendency (as demonstrated by Harris and Campbell 1995, and Haig 2001). But if it holds at all, the question arises: how do the languages come to be structurally similar in the first place? These three types of convergence provide an answer.

In neither of the three cases do the grammars of languages in contact become fully identical. Convergence between linguistic structures is most frequently incomplete. Soper (1996: 287), in his seminal study of intensive Turkic-Iranian
contact, pointed out that all languages in contact ‘exhibit departures from the grammatical structures of the donor-languages’. If one language dominates over the other, convergence may potentially involve full isomorphism and adoption of the other language’s structure at the expense of one’s own. But the minority language often ceases to be spoken before a full convergence is achieved.

The net results of language contact are often measured in terms of ‘loss’ (deterioration, impoverishment, or simplification — cf. Gomez-Imbert 1996) or ‘gain’ (that is, enrichment) of patterns. The degrees of ‘gain’ and ‘loss’ differ depending on a contact situation. We return to this in §1.2.4.

From the point of view of its time-frame, contact can be continuing at present — as in the case of the languages in the Vaupés area, in Mesoamerica, in the Balkans, in East Arnhem Land and so on. Or it could have taken place in the past — then its effects survive in the form of completed diffusional phenomena; but there is little current interaction (or bilingualism). This is the case of Yucuna (Arawak) and Retuarâ (Central Tucanoan) (§1.3), or Takia (Austronesian) and Waskia (non-Austronesian) on Karkar island in Papua New Guinea (see Ross 2001). In none of these cases is there reason to believe that contact-induced changes were triggered by a language shift; consequently, the changes cannot be explained by ‘imperfect learning’ of a foreign language, or by speaking it with a
foreign accent (cf. Chapter 2); they are due to language-internal developments not related to these factors.

Language shift has been documented in other instances: for example, a number of Cubeo-speaking clans are known to have recently adopted Cubeo (Central Tucanoan), having shifted from a North Arawak language similar to Baniwa (this is known from Cubeo oral histories; see Goldman 1979; Gomez-Imbert 1996: 445-7, and §1.3).

The actual mechanisms of contact between languages interact with various sociolinguistic variables — see §1.2.3.

### 1.2.2 Linguistic areas

The concept of linguistic area is central to the notion of diffusion. A linguistic area (or Sprachbund) is generally taken to be a geographically delimited area including languages from two or more language families, sharing significant traits (most of which are not found in languages from these families spoken outside the area). There must be a fair number of common traits and they should be reasonably distinctive (also see definitions by Emeneau 1956; Sherzer 1973: 760; and discussion in Tosco 2000).

The main problem is how to locate the diagnostic traits, especially when at least some shared features — or similarities — between contiguous languages can
be explained by accident, universals, genetic factors (that is, if languages in contact are related), etc. As shown in the masterly study of Mesoamerica as a linguistic area by Campbell, Kaufman and Smith-Stark (1986: 535), not all shared features have the same ‘weight’, since ‘highly “marked” exotic, or unique shared traits weigh more than does material that is more easily developed independently, or found widely in other languages’. Since ‘meaningful linguistic areas are the historical products of linguistic diffusion, the stronger linguistic areas are those whose shared traits can be shown to be diffused — and cannot be ascribed to a common ancestor, to chance, or to universals’ (p. 536).

The problems with establishing genetically inherited vs diffusional features in North-American Indian languages north of Mexico have been analyzed in Sherzer (1976), Bright and Sherzer (1976); for Australia, problems of this kind have been analyzed by Dixon (2002). If borrowing is facilitated by ‘the pre-existing similarity of structure’, the two types of similarities can be hard to disentangle (see Smith 1986, on Kugu Muminh). For this purpose, a fine-grained reconstruction on the level of individual subgroupings is needed, as is the case with Indo-European languages in the Balkan linguistic area. Otherwise one would never be able to go beyond just saying that ‘Sprachbund situations are notoriously messy’ (Thomason and Kaufman 1988: 95).
Linguistic areas may involve unilateral or multilateral diffusion. In each case, the source of diffusion can be established if we have access to the relevant synchronic data and linguistic reconstructions. Chapters 2-6 of this book illustrate this for Arawak and Tucanoan languages spoken in the Vaupés linguistic area, in northwest Amazonia.

When closely related languages are in constant contact, additional complications arise (see §1.3). Teasing apart the effects of diffusion, genetically inherited phenomena and the possible outcomes of parallel development (see §1.1) may become a daunting, almost impossible task. Languages which have never been in contact or never formed a linguistic area can share diffused properties if they have borrowed the features independently from the same or similar source. This was probably the case for numerous Ethio-Semitic languages which share similar features, taken from a shared Cushitic substratum (Tosco 2000). Comparative analysis of the Arawak languages of the Vaupés with Bora-Witoto (northeastern Peru) and with Tucanoan reveals their striking similarities — but in this case the lack of historical information makes it difficult to decide whether the similarities are due to intensive areal diffusion or to shared substrata.

In most linguistic areas, speakers of all languages share cultural traits. However, shared culture does not imply the existence of a linguistic area. A necessary condition for a linguistic area is some degree of bi- and/or
multilingualism. The Great Plains in North America has been recognized as a cultural area, but not as a linguistic area — the languages of the area have not had long enough time to develop areal traits (Sherzer 1973, Bright and Sherzer 1976: 235). Bilingualism was almost non-existent there (Douglas Parks, p.c). Another example of a cultural area which has not yet become a linguistic area is the Upper Xingu in Brazil (see Seki 1999: 428). Linguistic areas can be incipient, young or old. Their age and stability depend on the relationships between languages — see §1.2.3.

1.2.3 Sociolinguistic parameters in language contact

The outcomes of language contact may depend on a large number of variables (see Aikhenvald and Dixon 2001; Ross 2001; Andersen 1988).

Hierarchies of prestige groups (castes, etc.) and relations of dominance (social and/or political) between languages or dialects are known to influence the direction of borrowing and diffusion. There is, typically, borrowing from a prestige into a non-prestige language, e.g. from Turkish into the variety of Greek spoken in Asia Minor. A growing relationship of dominance may result in the attrition of what becomes a minority language. This situation has been described as ‘linguistic stress’ by Silva-Corvalán (1995).
Alternatively, languages in contact may have equal status. The linguistic outcome of this ‘peaceful coexistence’ is generally different from that where there is a dominance relationship.

Relationships between languages can involve diglossia (in the sense of Ferguson 1964; also see Fishman 1967 and a summary by Schiffrin 1998). Diglossic language situations are characterized as involving two (or more) varieties that coexist in a speech community, in a kind of complementary distribution between the domains of usage. Contrary to Fishman (1967), stable multilingual situations do not necessarily require diglossic relationships between languages, especially in the case of traditional multilingualism (cf. Appel and Muysken 1987:5, and also Smith 1986; Aikhenvald 1996a, and many others).

Multilateral linguistic areas may differ as to the relationships between the languages. We hypothesize that linguistic areas which arose as the result of equilibrium situations (in the sense of Dixon 1997) involve long-term language contact with multilateral diffusion and without any developed relationships of dominance. In contrast, areas which were formed as a result of sudden migrations or other punctuations tend to involve dominance of one group over other(s) (though not necessarily across the whole area), and the diffusion is often unilateral.

Linguistic areas can be relatively young or relatively old. (Note that once we attempt to go back in time before the advent of written records, any kind of
linguistic dating must, by its nature, be speculative.) In the Vaupés region of Amazonia, Tariana and East Tucanoan languages appear to have been in contact for at least a few hundred years. Other known linguistic areas of the world — e.g. the Balkans, East Arnhem Land in northern Australia (see Heath 1978), Mesoamerica (Campbell et al. 1986), South Asia (Masica 1976) and linguistic areas for North-American Indian languages north of Mexico (Sherzer 1976), such as the northwest Coast (Bright and Sherzer 1976:234; Thompson and Kinkade 1990) — could be older than this. The defining features of Standard Average European\(^3\) seem to have been in place by the end of the first millennium CE, while their formation in individual languages is hypothesized to go back several centuries earlier. Some of these features were diffused from individual languages that had developed them earlier, while other features are likely to have arisen after this area had already been formed (see details in Haspelmath 1998). Urdu, Marathi and Kannada had coexisted in the multilingual village of Kupwar in India for about three or four centuries, when the Urdu-speaking Muslims arrived in the region (Gumperz and Wilson 1971:153). This is an area with advanced structural isomorphism (and occasional loans of morphemes). Kannada-speaking and Marathi-speaking people are known to have been in the region for more than six centuries, so their interaction could be older. We have no real idea how long it may take for a linguistic area to be established. Depending on various types of factors it could take
a few hundred years or a few thousand years — as must have been the case for India as a linguistic area (Masica 1991: 37). But the existing evidence suggests that strong convergence of structure is most likely to involve a time-span of more than a mere couple of hundred years.

A linguistic area created under an equilibrium situation would typically lack any dominance relations, and would, as a consequence, be long-lasting. In the event of a punctuation — which is often accompanied by a growing relationship of dominance of one group over another — an area would not endure. As a result of intensive contact, one language and its structure simply ‘wins’ over another; the minor languages fall into disuse and die. In each case we need to know the social conditioning of an area, especially in relation to language attitudes and dominance relationships.

Crucial factors in understanding types of language contact are whether there is multilingualism or simply bilingualism, involving what proportion of the community, and which social groups are involved. One expects more extensive grammatical borrowing in a situation of stable well-established multilingualism — as in the Vaupés (see §1.4). The choice of which language to use may depend on the social situation (this is diglossia, where — for example — one language, or dialect, may be used in the home and in religious observances, and another in all other circumstances) or on the individual (each person will speak their own first
language, but be able to understand other languages used in the community).

Different degrees of ‘lingualism’ can be connected to cultural practices, such as intermarriage. In the Vaupés linguistic area, obligatory multilingualism is ‘conditioned’ by obligatory exogamy (§1.4). Such obligatory multilingualism based on linguistic exogamy (one must marry someone from a different language group) is rare, but not unique. The same principle is at work in the Wik-speaking areas of the Cape York Peninsula, in northern Australia (Peter Sutton, p.c.; also see Sutton 1978), and possibly in other areas of northern Australia (see Rigsby 1997, for some linguistic aspects of areal diffusion there).

Attitudes towards non-native languages may vary, both between communities and within a given community. Speakers of Athapaskan languages preferred not to accept loanwords from the languages with which they had contact but would instead create names for new objects and ideas from their own lexical and grammatical resources (see the insightful discussion of lexical acculturation in Brown 1999). This also relates to questions of language planning (as when Kemal Atatürk resolved to rid Turkish of its Arabic loans — some of fair antiquity — replacing them with native coinings). At the opposite extreme, there has been forceful introduction of foreign elements from Chinese into the minority languages of China in order to ‘improve’ them (Matisoff 1991). And Pontius (1997) shows that social enmities (as in the case of Czech and German) can create an obstacle to
structural borrowings. Borrowings of forms from other indigenous languages are condemned as culturally inappropriate in the Vaupés area.

These parameters are not exhaustive, but they are the ones that will prove useful for our investigation of various patterns of language contact in the Amazonian region. Other potentially important variables include the lifestyle of speakers (e.g. whether nomadic hunters/gatherers, village-dwelling agriculturalists, nomadic cattle herders, or largely urbanized groups); division of labour between sexes and between generations; social organisation and the kinship system; and religion/mythology.

1.2.4 What linguistic features are likely to be borrowed?

The question of what can and what cannot be borrowed has been the focus of studies of language contact since Whitney (1881). Various hierarchies of borrowing and constraints on borrowability have been suggested (e.g. Weinreich 1953; Moravcsik 1978; see a summary in Wilkins 1996, and also Matras 1998). None of them appears to hold as universal (cf. Harris and Campbell 1995: Chapter 6; and Aikhenvald forthcoming-e). As Curnow (2001: 412) puts it ‘the one definite conclusion which almost every examination of language contact has inevitably come to is that expressed by Thomason and Kaufman (1988: 14)’, that ‘as far as
strictly linguistic possibilities go, any linguistic features can be transferred from any language to any other language⁴.

However, the failure to establish an over-arching hierarchy of borrowability does not necessarily imply the absence of valid tendencies and preferences in linguistic diffusion. These do exist (cf., for instance, the incisive analysis by Heath 1978: 105-15). And they appear to be conditioned by the structure of the languages under consideration and by various sociolinguistic parameters. Many more in-depth case studies are needed before we will be able to formulate useful generalizations concerning universal tendencies on borrowability. To discover which linguistic features tend to be borrowed in varied language contact situations in Amazonia is another aim of this book (generalizations based on further case-studies can be found in Aikhenvald forthcoming-e).

To work out preferences and tendencies in linguistic diffusion, it is necessary to concentrate on the following questions.

1. What units are ‘borrowed’ or ‘diffused’ in language contact? In the case of convergence, what types of unit are acquiring a similar, or a typologically compatible structure? To answer this question, we will investigate the diffusional phenomena on the level of phonemes, phonological and grammatical words,
morpheme structure, clauses, sentences, and paragraphs (understood as larger discourse units).

2. A great many scholars have suggested (Stolz and Stolz 1996; Matras 1998; Haig 2001) that the ‘direction’ of borrowings proceeds ‘from top to bottom’, starting from larger discourse units, and clause coordination and subordination mechanisms, then extending to smaller syntactic units and finally to morphology. The isomorphism in discourse linking — and clause subordination and coordination — between different languages of modern East Anatolia has been demonstrated by Haig (2001). This conclusion is corroborated by numerous studies of syntactic borrowings (see, for instance, Johanson 1998, for Irano-Turkic contacts). The discourse frequency of certain morphemes can also be conducive to their high borrowability (see Aikhenvald 2001b, on borrowed classifiers in Resígaro). The same principle accounts for the frequency of borrowing constituent order (not necessarily accompanied by borrowing word order within individual constituents), or ‘surface linear order of constituents’ (Haig 2001: 218), in a attempt to match the information structure of the source language in the target language. Explicit markers of syntactic linkage — clause and noun phrase connectives — are also highly favoured in borrowing, as is expressive morphology (see Haig 2001; Matras 1998 and Chapter 10 below).
3. Can the impact of direct diffusion differ from that of indirect diffusion with respect to types of changes and types of convergence involved? We will see that in the Vaupés area indirect diffusion results in the emergence of new categories through reanalysis of existing grammatical patterns and through grammaticalization processes. The existing (albeit very limited) direct diffusion results just in adding another term to an already existing category. Whether or not the grammatical behaviour of a morpheme in the target language fully coincides with that in the source language may depend on how well the speakers of the one know the other.

This also involves a comparison between preferences in borrowability of categories in direct diffusion and in indirect diffusion, and their relative chronology. Data from the Vaupés area suggest that indirect diffusion — which resulted in making an Arawak language, Tariana, structurally similar to East Tucanoan languages — preceded direct diffusion. Most changes achieved through indirect diffusion are completed, while the major parts of the direct diffusion are on-going and marginalized.

4. Can different language contact situations affect typologically different grammars in distinct ways? Will multilateral diffusion in a long-standing area without any dominance produce different results from one-to-one language contact without any
dominance relationship; or from one-to-one contact with a dominance relationship, or from contact in a diglossic situation?

I suggest that multilateral diffusion in a linguistic area, without any relationships of dominance or diglossia, involves enrichment of patterns. One-to-one language contact involves levelling of structures, a kind of ‘mutual adjustment’ of the two languages. One-to-one language contact with dominance may result in rapid change (within one generation) leading to considerable loss of patterns in what is becoming a minority language (the speed of such a forced language shift obviously depends on the degree of dominance in each particular case). One-to-one language contact with diglossia may lead to a considerable influx of loanwords. One such example comes from the Manambu language spoken in the East Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea, in a situation of stable diglossia with Tok Pisin and English. Unlike many other languages of the world, Manambu freely borrows verbs — besides nouns and adverbs, though not adjectives — from Tok Pisin (Aikhenvald forthcoming-i).

5. And finally, how can language attitudes — such as a strong inhibition against borrowing of forms — and also the degree of the speakers’ evaluation of their language as a meaningful token of their identity as a group, affect the preferences for borrowability? Is it possible that some of the assumptions of previously
established ‘borrowability hierarchies’ will be shown to be flawed? The answer is likely to be ‘yes’: Chapter 10 shows that in such language situation, the few accepted (and almost fully nativized) borrowed forms are bound, and not free, morphemes. This is fully understandable — bound morphemes are not so easily recognizable as unwelcome ‘intruders’. But this does go against one of the ‘axioms’ of borrowability — that free morphemes have to be borrowed before bound ones.

We will now look at various patterns of Arawak-Tucanoan language contact in Amazonia.

1.3 Arawak-Tucanoan contact in Amazonia

1.3.1 Arawak and Tucanoan languages: general remarks

Geographically, Arawak languages form the most extensive and the most diversified family in South America (see Aikhenvald 1999b, and Appendix 1), spanning Venezuela, Guyana, French Guiana, Suriname, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Bolivia, formerly Argentina; and also extending into Central America. There is by now hardly any doubt as to the limits of the family; one can easily discern a smallish archaic ‘nucleus’ of proto-Arawak grammar and lexicon (see Appendices 1 and 3). Individual languages spoken in separate (but often quite close) locations show a high degree of structural and formal divergence in other areas of the
grammar, even if they share 50%, 60% or even 70-80% lexicon. The differences between Arawak languages north of the Amazon make it very difficult to go beyond low-level subgroupings (Aikhenvald 2001b).

Little is known about the proto-home for the Arawak family. The linguistic argument in favour of an Arawak proto-home located between the Rio Negro and the Orinoco rivers, or on the Upper Amazon (advocated by Lathrap 1970 and Oliver 1989) is the higher concentration of structurally divergent languages in this region, as compared to other Arawak-speaking areas. This area has also been suggested as one of the places where agriculture developed in the Amazon (Peter Bellwood p.c.). This is highly suggestive and corroborated by a few mythical traditions of northern origin by Arawak-speaking peoples south of the Amazon. The origin myths of the Tariana suggest that they could have come from the north coast (cf. the mention of the mythical creator woman ‘coming down from the ocean’ in texts published in Aikhenvald 1999a).

The Tucanoan language family spans Brazil, Colombia, Equador and northeastern Peru. West Tucanoan languages are spoken in southwestern Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. East Tucanoan languages are spoken in northwestern Brazil and the adjacent areas of Colombia, in the Vaupés river basin. Of the two Central Tucanoan languages, Cubeo is spoken in the Vaupés area and to the northeast of the Vaupés (rivers Querarí, Cuduyarí and Pirabotón); and Retuarã/Tanimuca is
spoken to the southwest of the Vaupés (rivers Mirití, Oiyaká and Apaporis). A ‘state of the art’ classification of the Tucanoan languages is given in Appendix 1.

Most scholars concur that Tucanoan languages are likely to have originated to the west of the Vaupés region, in the hilly regions closer to the Andes than to the main area of concentration of East Tucanoan languages today (see Nimuendajú 1982; Ribeiro 1980; Urban 1992: 98). This is corroborated by stories told by the Vaupés Indians indicating their Andean connections (see Aikhenvald 1999a). An alternative hypothesis was put forward by Neves (1998: 249): that the area of Vaupés and Pira-paraná basins (see the Map) ‘corresponds to the place of origin and development of Proto-Tukanó’. The argument is that this is ‘the area of highest linguistic diversity within the whole Tukanó family’, ‘with two out of three subgroupings being represented’. By the two subgroupings, Neves means East Tucanoan (see §1.4) and Cubeo (Central Tucanoan). Linguistically speaking, this argument is flawed: East Tucanoan languages are very closely related (see cognate percentages in Aikhenvald 1999c; the ones in Neves 1998: 249 differ only slightly), and in fact can be considered a dialect continuum. They have also been in constant contact for at least a few hundred years (see §1.4). As a result, their status as a genetic or an areal subgroup has been obscured. Cubeo has been in constant contact with Baniwa-Kurripako, an Arawak language; and also with East Tucanoan languages. Its position within the family is problematic — Cubeo shares features
with both East Tucanoan and West Tucanoan languages (cf. Waltz and Wheeler 1972; and the summary in Morse and Maxwell 1999: 2); and the number of cognates with East Tucanoan languages is quite high (around 70% — cf. Neves 1998: 249). That is, the Tucanoan-speaking area of the Vaupés and Pira-paraná basins is not all that linguistically diverse. On the contrary, the linguistic similarity between the ‘languages’ of each individual group is remarkable.

I conclude that prehistory, migrations and especially dates for the Tucanoan family remain a matter for discussion. But this does not affect my line of argument — which is based on linguistic analysis, and on oral histories.

1.3.2 Known instances of Arawak-Tucanoan contact

The four known foci of Arawak-Tucanoan language contact are indicated on the Map. (Map 2 in Aikhenvald 1999b and Map 6 in Barnes 1999 show the distribution of Arawak and Tucanoan languages.)

(i) Multilateral diffusion in the traditional linguistic area of the Vaupés.

This area is known for its institutionalized multilingualism based on language group exogamy: one must marry a person belonging to a different language group. Language is acquired through patrilineal descent, and is a badge of identity for each person. Languages spoken in this area include East Tucanoan and Tariana
(Arawak). Tariana was formerly a dialect continuum (comparable in its diversity to East Tucanoan languages; see Aikhenvald forthcoming-d). Traditionally, there were no relationships of dominance between language groups; intratribal hierarchies existed within each group and corresponded to dialectal subdivisions. A detailed discussion of the language situation and language etiquette in the traditional Vaupés area is given in §1.4.1-2. It forms the core of this study.

(II) Unilateral Diffusion from Tucano (East Tucanoan) to Tariana (Arawak). Newly introduced relationships of dominance between indigenous languages of the area — absent in the traditional situation of contact described in (II) above — have resulted in one-to-one language contact between modern Tariana (Arawak) and Tucano (East Tucanoan). Under the influence of white missionaries, the Tucano language has gradually acquired dominant status in the Brazilian Vaupés. See §1.4.3.

(III) One-to-One Language Contact between Yucuna (North Arawak) and Retuarã/Tanimuca (Central Tucanoan). The two groups live in the region of the rivers Apaporis and Miriti-paraná, south of the Vaupés area. In the past they were in close contact. There is no evidence of any dominance relationships. There
is little bilingualism at present; and the existence of linguistic exogamy is problematic.  

(III) One-to-one language contact between Baniwa-Kurripaykó (North Arawak) and Cubeo (Central Tucanoan). The two groups live in the region of the Querarí river, north of the Vaupés area. There is very little, if any, linguistic exogamy (cf. Hill 1985), and little bilingualism (interestingly, the Cubeo sing Arawak traditional songs — see Gomez-Imbert 1996: 446; cf. also Morse and Maxwell 1999: 17). There is evidence, from oral histories, that at least some Cubeo-speaking clans previously spoke a dialect of Baniwa. The contact-induced changes in Cubeo are most probably due to language shift.

(iv) One-to-one language contact between Cabiyari (or Kawiari) (North Arawak) and various East Tucanoan languages. Cabiyari, an Arawak language spoken in the area of the Cananari river (an Apaporis tributary, to the south of the Vaupés river) is reported to be in contact with Barasano, an East Tucanoan language, and possibly with Carapana (Huber and Reed 1992; Metzger 1998). Almost no linguistic information is available on Cabiyari.
Speakers of the Arawak and Tucanoan languages share numerous cultural patterns. They are slash-and-burn agriculturalists with a very similar lifestyle, myths and beliefs; and they have a similar degree of sophistication in their weapons and food-gathering techniques. All communities are tightly knit. The general tendency is to keep their languages apart by limiting the influx of borrowed forms. These similarities help reduce the number of potential sociolinguistic variables which might influence the outcome of language contact.

1.4 Linguistic situation in the Vaupés area

The multilingual area of the Vaupés basin — spanning Colombia and Brazil in central northwest Amazonia — has fascinated linguists and anthropologists for a number of years, since it was first described by Sorensen (1967), and then by Jackson (1974, 1976, 1983) (also see Sorensen 1985, Grimes 1985). This area is known for its language group exogamy and institutionalized multilingualism. One must marry a person belonging to a different language group. Marrying someone who belongs to the same language group is considered incestuous and is referred to as being similar to ‘what dogs do’. Language is acquired through patrilineal descent, and is a badge of identity for each person (Jackson 1983: 165).

The languages spoken in the Vaupés are discussed in §1.4.1. Then we look at the traditional Vaupés region as a linguistic area without dominance and its
‘linguistic etiquette’ (§1.4.2). The present-day contact situation — characterized by the dominance of the Tucano language — is discussed in §1.4.3.

1.4.1 Languages spoken in the Vaupés

Languages traditionally spoken in the Brazilian Vaupés belong to three unrelated genetic groups: East Tucanoan, Arawak and Makú. (Previous studies have been concerned with the Colombian part of this linguistic area, where the multilingual marriage network is limited to East Tucanoan people.)

The East Tucanoan languages spoken in the area are Tucano, Piratapuya, Wanano and Desano; there are also a few speakers of Tuyuca, Tatuyo and Siriano. And there are some speakers of the Central Tucanoan language Cubeo. These languages are closely related, being just ‘a little further apart’ than Romance languages (Sorensen 1967).9

Tariana, the main Arawak language in the multilingual Brazilian Vaupés, was once a dialect continuum spoken by over 1500 people in various settlements along the Vaupés river and its tributaries. The Tariana clans used to form a strict hierarchy (according to their order of appearance as stated in the creation myth: see Brüzzi 1977: 102-3; Aikhenvald 1999a: 26, and Text 1 there). Lower-ranking groups in this hierarchy (referred to as ‘younger siblings’ by their higher-ranking tribespeople) would perform various ritual duties for their ‘elder siblings’ — for
instance, they would light their cigar during the Offering ritual (cf. the description by Brüzzi 1977). Each group spoke a different variety of the language. The difference between these varieties is comparable to that between individual East Tucanoan languages (data on dialects can be retrieved from Koch-Grünberg 1911, Wheeler ms, and Giacone 1962; see a full analysis in Aikhenvald forthcoming-d). Ranked sibs, or subtribes, are found all throughout the Vaupés area — see the analysis in Hill (1985).

As the Catholic missions and — with them — white influence expanded, the groups highest up in the hierarchy abandoned the Tariana language in favour of the numerically dominant Tucano language. It is hard to know when exactly this process started; according to Koch-Grünberg (1911), some Tariana dialects in the area of lower Vaupés were close to extinction in the early 1900s. In the 1950s-60s a number of high-class Tariana dialects were reportedly still known to older people (Giacone’s 1962 grammar is based on a random selection of such varieties). Materials on a now extinct Tariana dialect were collected by Wheeler (ms); this dialect appears to be mutually unintelligible with the surviving dialects of Tariana.

As a result, in the Upper Vaupés area Tariana is actively spoken by only about 100 people. These belong to two subtribes of the lowest-ranking group Wamia|ikune, and live in two villages: Santa Rosa and Periquitos. Minor linguistic differences exist between the varieties.
Sociolinguistically, they contrast in two ways. One is the degree of language maintenance — the Periquitos dialect is spoken by all generations, while the Santa Rosa is not; see Chapter 11. The other is the degree of acceptance of forms of East Tucanoan origin: a few loans considered to be unacceptable by the Santa Rosa people are treated as correct Tariana by those from Periquitos; see Chapter 10.

Santa Rosa is located about five hours (by a motorized boat) up the Vaupés river from the nearest mission, Iauaretê — where the bulk of high-ranking Tucano-speaking Tariana live and where some of the Santa Rosa Tariana have moved recently. Periquitos is situated still further up the Vaupés river — see the Map.

Yet another dialect of Tariana — scarcely mutually intelligible with Wamia|ikune of Santa Rosa and Periquitos — is spoken by about 20 adults on the Iauari river (Middle Vaupés) (see details in Aikhenvald forthcoming-d). This dialect is spoken in the context of multilingual exogamy with the Hohôdene dialect of Baniwa (Arawak) and Tucano; it is not discussed here.

Traditionally, there were no relationships of dominance between different East Tucanoan and Arawak-speaking-groups in the Vaupés. Clear relationships of dominance existed (and to some extent still exist) between East Tucanoans and the Makú.

The Makú are the putative autochtonous inhabitants of the area (see §1.4.2). Unlike Arawak and East Tucanoan peoples who are slash-and-burn agriculturalists
and mostly live along big rivers, the Makú are nomadic hunters and gatherers and mostly live in the jungle, near small streams; they do not follow the rules of linguistic exogamy — which, in the eyes of the East Tucanoans and of the Tariana makes them ‘like dogs’. The Makú languages spoken in the Vaupés are Dâw, Hupda and Yuhup. (See Appendix 1, for classifications of Tucanoan and Makú languages.) They are drastically different from Nadêb, the Makú language spoken outside the area (Martins and Martins 1999).

The Makú are outside the marriage network and are considered ritually ‘inferior’ to the East Tucanoans and to the Tariana. They have traditional economic ties with East Tucanoan and Arawak peoples (exchanging arrow poison and game for manioc, the staple food of their agricultural neighbours). The dominant groups had master-underling relationships with the Makú — hence denominations of the type ‘Makú of Tucano’, ‘Makú of Wanano’ etc. The underlings would perform ritual duties — such as lighting the cigar during the ritual offering feast — for their masters. The Makú men would know an East Tucanoan language, women tending to be monolingual. The Tariana have no Makú-underlings of their own.

Other North Arawak languages currently spoken along the tributaries of the Upper Rio Negro (on the outskirts of the Vaupés area) are:
(i) Baniwa of Içana-Kurripako dialect continuum, with its large dialect groups Siuci and Hohôdene, closely related to Tariana, and spoken by 3000-4000 people on the middle Vaupés, Içana and its tributaries and in the adjacent regions of Colombia and Venezuela (see the lists of dialects in Nimuendajú 1950/55, Rodrigues 1986).

(ii) Warekena, a dialect of Baniwa of Guainia (mainly spoken in Venezuela); spoken by a few dozen old people on the Xié river (see Aikhenvald 1998b);

(iii) Old Warekena (also called Warena, or Guarequena); spoken by a few old people on the Xié river, and by a few hundred people in Venezuela where they moved early last century (Aikhenvald 1998b);

(iv) Bare; once the most important language along the Upper Rio Negro, but now probably extinct (see Aikhenvald 1995a);

(v) Piapoco, spoken by about 3000 people to the northeast of the Vaupés in the basin of the Meta, Vichada and Guaviare rivers in Colombia (Klumpp 1990, 1995).

The North Arawak languages of the Içana and Vaupés and the adjacent regions of the Upper Rio Negro basin fall into three distinct genetic groups: (a) Warekena; (b) Bare; and (c) Baniwa, Tariana, Old Warekena and Piapoco. Within
this group, the Baniwa dialect of Hohôdene (and possibly other dialects) are in contact with Tariana. At present, there is no contact between Tariana and Piapoco.

According to the oral histories of the Tariana of Santa Rosa, in the past there was substantial contact between them and Old Warekena (this information is confirmed by Father Casimiro Bekščsć, p.c., for other Tariana groups). At present, there is no contact between them.

A comparison between Tariana and the Arawak languages spoken outside the Vaupés area is crucial for distinguishing between areally diffused and genetically inherited patterns in Tariana. However, the existing structural and lexical similarities between Tariana and Baniwa could be due to their common origin, in combination with language contact: these languages are spoken in a macro-area of diffusion, which covers the Içana and Vaupés river basins (Aikhenvald 1999c, and discussion in Aikhenvald 2001b). Tariana maintains some contact with the Baniwa dialect of Hohôdene — whose percentage of shared lexicon with Tariana is the highest of all the Baniwa varieties (see Table 1 in Appendix 3; and §8.3). To prove the genetic — and not areal — origin of a feature, a comparison of Tariana with varied dialects of the Baniwa-Kurripako complex and with Piapoco is essential (see §1.5).

Língua franca spoken in the region are Língua Geral, or Nheengatu, and Tucano. Língua Geral is spoken in the whole region of the Upper Rio Negro (see
Rodrigues 1986, Bessa Freire 1983, Moore et al. 1994). On the Vaupés, it is only understood by older people. Língua Geral is a creolized version of Tupinambá (Tupí-Guaraní family) which was spread from the east coast of Brazil by white merchants and missionaries. It was the lingua franca of the entire Amazon region from the late 17th century up to the middle of the 19th century, and the influence of it can still be seen in a few loanwords in Tariana and other languages of the Vaupés. It was gradually replaced by Tucano as a lingua franca, as a result of the language policy of Catholic missionaries and of the civil authorities. Loans from Língua Geral into Tariana are discussed in Chapter 10.

Indo-European languages are represented by Portuguese (on the Brazilian side) and Spanish (on the Colombian side). In particular, Portuguese is gaining ground as a lingua franca of the region, especially among younger people.

Most schooling is in Portuguese (a little Tucano is taught at a secondary college in the mission centre). Switching to Portuguese, the ‘white man’s language’, is obligatory in all the environments associated with ‘white people’: schools, church services, sports and games, hospital and commercial activities. See Silva (1999), on the expansion of Western-style football in the Vaupés environment and the competitive spirit that goes with it (and see Schmidt 1987: 203, on the high frequency of Standard Fijian forms in a special speech style used during netball games in a Fijian village, since this sport was acquired through the school system).
All written communication between literate Indians is in Portuguese.\textsuperscript{13} There is a diglossic relationship — that is, a ‘complementary distribution’ — between the domains where Portuguese is used and those where the indigenous languages of the Vaupés are used; see discussion in Chapters 7 and 8.\textsuperscript{14}

The Yanomami — semi-nomadic hunters and gatherers who live in the jungle around the minor tributaries of the Upper Rio Negro and sometimes travel as far westwards as the Vaupés region — are not culturally integrated with other peoples of the Upper Rio Negro, and do not form a part of the Vaupés linguistic area. They rarely interact with other tribes, being feared and avoided.

The relationships between languages in the traditional Vaupés and problems with reconstructing their ethnohistoric background are discussed in §1.4.2.

1.4.2 The traditional Vaupés area

Multilingualism used to be — and to a great extent still is — the cultural norm over the whole Vaupés region. Among East Tucanoan peoples and Tariana, marriage is exogamous. Strict marriage rules are governed by language affiliation (see Sorensen 1972; Aikhenvald 1996a). Jackson (1974: 62) reports being told: ‘My brothers are those who share a language with me’, and ‘We don’t marry our sisters’, referring to the linguistic attitudes of the Bará. Marrying someone who belongs to the same language group is considered akin to incest and referred to as
being ‘what dogs do’ (an expression frequently used in all the indigenous languages of the Vaupés). An Indian’s ‘main’ language is the language of their patrilineage, and is a badge of identity for each person (Jackson 1983: 165). As a result, in spite of the traditional multilingualism enhanced by language-based exogamy, every Indian identifies themself with just one language — that of their father. In this language the Indian would consider themself — and be considered — as both the owner and an authority (no matter how fluent they may be in other languages of the region).

Hypothetically, all possible combinations of languages could be encountered in a multilingual village or a long house. This is not the case, due to the operation of marriage principles and strong hierarchical relations between subtribes. For example, Guanano and Piratapuya are considered ‘brothers’, and so they do not intermarry (I do not know to what extent this is due to the closeness of these languages). The same applies to Bara and Tucano (see Jackson 1974:56). According to my teachers of Tariana, Desanos are ‘younger brothers’ of Tarianas; consequently, they do not intermarry (also see Brüzzi 1977). This reflects a hierarchy of tribes: a ‘younger brother’ is an equivalent of a ‘underling’ (see C. Hugh-Jones 1979). It may have a historical explanation: according to Koch-Grünberg (1906b), the Desano are descendants of a ‘Tucanized’ Maku tribe.
Diagram 1.1 shows marriage possibilities between language groups in the Vaupés area (here I do not mention groups with very few representatives in Brazil, such as Tuyuca, Carapana, Tatuyo, Macuna, Sirianó, Barasano; except for the Bará; also see Neves 1998: 249).

**Diagram 1.1. Marriage possibilities between language groups in the Vaupés area**

| Tariana | — | Desano   |
|         | ✓ |         |
|         | ✓ | Wanano  |
|         | ✓ |         |
|         | ✓ | —       |
|         | ✓ | Piratapuya |
|         | ✓ | ✓       | ✓       | ✓       | Tucano  |
|         | ✓ | ✓       | ✓       | —       |
|         | ✓ | ✓       | ✓       |         | Bará    |
|         | ✓ | ✓       | ✓       | ✓       | ✓       | Cubeo   |

For each group there is one other group that they cannot marry into. The prohibitions are:

- Tariana — Desano
- Wanano — Piratapuya
- Tucano — Bará
The Cubeo come from outside the region and there are no prohibitions concerning who they can marry. So, theoretically one should not find longhouses or settlements with Bará and Tucano; Guanano and Piratapuya, Tariana and Desano as mother-languages because of the prohibition against the intermarriage between representatives of these groups. This does not exclude the actual knowledge of these languages by the people, though they may not admit it to an outsider. Sorensen (1967) and Grimes (1985) report how strict the Vaupés Indians are in evaluating degree of knowledge of a language; only those who have a native-speaker-like proficiency in a language would acknowledge they actually ‘know’ it. This also explains the virtual lack of semi-speakers: people who are not fully proficient are scared to open their mouth (unless they are drunk); see discussion in Chapters 9-11.

Since language identity is the badge of ethnic identity, languages — even the closest ones — are kept strictly apart (see Sorensen 1972: 82). This creates a very strong impediment to lexical loans, in contrast to other multilingual situations, e.g. the village of Kupwar (Gumperz and Wilson 1971: 161-162), or multilingual Jewish communities. Linguistic awareness of what is correct — viewed in terms of sensitivity to foreign forms and structures — is discussed in Chapter 9.

According to the language ‘etiquette’ of the area, one is supposed to speak the language one identifies with — that is, one’s father’s language — to one’s
siblings, father and all his relatives, and mother’s language to one’s mother and her
relatives. It is also polite to speak the language of one’s guest, or of the majority of
the people around, in order ‘not to exclude them’. When a Piratapuya family came
to the Tariana-speaking household of Cândido Brito, one of the oldest speakers and
most loyal keeper of tradition, he conversed with them in Piratapuya (his wife
Maria, a Piratapuya, herself, joined them later). When another Piratapuya (also
married to a Tariana) dropped by, she immediately joined in, in the same language.
However, when Glória — a Piratapuya woman who is known to ‘have lost her
language’ and speaks just Tucano and regional Portuguese — came in, the whole
group switched to Tucano.

Making a point of speaking one’s own language — no matter what — is a
way of showing ‘who is in charge’. Marino, one of the most traditional speakers of
Periquitos Tariana, was vociferously criticized — behind his back — for speaking
Tariana to his Santa Rosa relatives in front of those Tariana who had ‘lost their
language’: this behaviour was perceived as a linguistically aggressive way of
asserting himself and his superiority. Numerous representatives of the Santa Rosa
Tariana expressed their resentment to me and to each other — and especially to their
ever, Cândido. Marino was said to ‘want to be better than others’ (without
sufficient reason). Since Tucano is the majority language, most Tucano speakers —
especially males — insist on always speaking Tucano with no regard to the
linguistic affiliation or competence of their interlocutors. When a speaker of Tucano comes in, everyone switches to Tucano (similar reports can be found in Hugh-Jones 1979, and Jackson 1983; also see §1.4.3).

The choice of language in everyday communication is thus determined by two factors: firstly, by traditional language etiquette and politeness, and secondly, by an association between language and status. However, Tucano, rather than Portuguese, is nowadays often used as a language of power (unlike Spanish in the Nahuatl context — see Hill and Hill 1980), while Portuguese is obligatory only in some contexts. We return to this in §1.4.3.

The linguistic area of the Vaupés is characterized by numerous features shared by genetically unrelated languages. Most cultural features are also shared. These include means of gardening, food, taboos and prescriptions, stories and rites, as well as traditional social structure and a Dravidian-type kinship system, based on a difference between ‘unmarriageable’ parallel cousins and ‘marriageable’ cross-cousins (who belong to a different tribe). The division of ‘labour’ between tribes is minimal (see Brüzzi 1977; and Galvão 1979 for the differences in pottery and basket-weaving techniques between Tucanoan and Arawak-speaking groups). Each group — and each subtribe — do have their own versions of origin myths.

We will see throughout this book that there is a large degree of grammatical and phonological indirect diffusion and convergence among the indigenous
languages of the Vaupés. This diffusion was multilateral in the past, because of the interaction of at least half a dozen East Tucanoan languages with a similar number of Tariana varieties. The impact of these convergence phenomena is especially instructive in the case of Tariana, since they are discernible as the result of ‘foreign’ influence.

The age of the Vaupés area — in terms of absolute figures — is unknown. However, oral histories, anthropological materials and recently undertaken archaeological research (e.g. Neves 1998) suggest that the multilingual and multilateral diffusion area based on exogamous intermarriage with no relationship of dominance must be at least several hundred years old. The pre-European contact origin of the area was advocated by Aikhenvald (1996a); and corroborated by findings in Neves (1998). There is no reason to believe (pace Jackson 1983) that the multilingual Vaupés formed only recently as the result of decimated Indian tribes coming together and working out rules for survival.

Historical and traditional evidence shows that neither Tucano nor Tariana are the autochthonous population of the Vaupés. According to Nimuendajú (1982), the original inhabitants of the Vaupés area were Makú tribes, and East Tucanoan tribes are believed to have invaded the area from the West (but see discussion in §1.3).¹⁶

However, the idea that the Makú are the autochthonous population of the area is founded on an assumptions — by archaeologists and anthropologists — rather
than on tangible facts. The assumption is that nomadic hunters and gatherers — smaller in size and darker in skin colour than their neighbours — are bound to be autochthonous to the area, and that the more sophisticated agriculturalists are bound to be newcomers (cf. Béteille 1998, on frequent misconceptions associated with the notion of indigenous people). Once again, more studies are required.

One point seems to be clear, and accepted by everyone: that the Tariana are the most recent arrivals in the Vaupés. They came into the area from one of the tributaries of the Içana river, probably the Aiary (see Brüzzi 1977, Koch-Grünberg 1911, Nimuendajú 1982; and Neves 1998). The origin of the Tariana is documented in the myths and the oral history of the speakers: according to them, the Tariana originated from a ‘hole’ at the waterfall of Wapui, on the Aiary river. It is not entirely clear which way the different subtribes of Tariana chose to get from Wapui to the Vaupés area. Quite possibly, different subgroups took different routes at varied times (the distance is not all that far, less than fifty kilometres through difficult terrain — see the account by Neves 1998: 176; 200). There are numerous accounts about the Tariana fighting their way with various East Tucanoan groups before settling around Iauaretê and adjacent communities. According to results obtained by Neves (1998), the arrival of the Tariana in the Vaupés area goes back to pre-contact times. This agrees with the hypotheses put forward by Brüzzi (1977); and Nimuendajú (1982).17
But a word of caution is in order. The important thing about the numerous subgroups of the Tariana—who used to speak different, often mutually unintelligible dialects—is that they also had different ethnic oral histories, different ideas about relative position of each group on an intratribal hierarchy, different names for these groups, and different versions of origin myths and other myths. I will mention just one example. Oft-quoted accounts of wars with the Wanano (East Tucanoan) were collected from mostly Tucano-speaking Tariana in the first half of the 20th century and at the end of 19th century—see Brandão de Amorim (1987); Biocca (1965), Brüzzi (1994: 261-3), and also Stradelli (1890). They were used as a basis for Chernela’s (1993: 24) statement that the Tariana fought and displaced the East Tucanoan group in the Vaupés at the time of their migration. These stories are perfectly valid and presumably true—but they reflect the history of just one Tariana group—called I<imhene by the Tariana of Santa Rosa. This group, known to be the most belligerent of the Tariana, now occupy the settlement of Dom Bosco (part of the mission centre of Iauaretê). The I<imhene shifted to speaking Tucano at least a generation ago.

Moreira and Moreira (1994: 55-61) report fights between two groups of the Tariana. This is a history of the Kaline group, who now speak Tucano and live in various settlements on the Upper Vaupés.
The Wamia|ikune of Santa Rosa and Periquitos — the only surviving group in the Upper Vaupés who still speak the language — have markedly different origin myths and ethnic history. They deny ever having fought any wars with the Wanano. They are aware of a war with the Desano fought by the Tariana: the Desano were reportedly defeated, and adopted as ‘younger brothers’ of the Tariana. As a consequence, the Tariana cannot intermarry with the Desano, since blood relatives do not intermarry (cf. footnote 1 to Chapter 2). And in the origin myths told by the Kaline (Morreira and Morreira 1994: 28), the Tariana had three ancestors. In the origin myths told by the Wamia|ikune of Santa Rosa there were consistently just two. And so on.

The moral of this is simple — these different accounts create unsurmountable obstacles for an informed description and reconstruction of Tariana ethnic history. Recently, a goodly amount of archaeological research has been undertaken in the Vaupés (Neves 1998). The results provide scientific foundation for some migrations and settlements of the Tariana, in particular around the settlements of Dom Bosco (I<i>imhene group) and Marabitana (Kaline group). Neither of these groups now speak Tariana. And next to nothing is known about the prehistory of the Wamia|ikune group for whom no archaeological or other sites have been explored. To what extent can we extend our knowledge about one group to another group whose history and migration routes could have been quite
distinct? Too many pieces are missing from the jigsaw puzzle of Tariana history. Extreme caution is required in evaluating any data or ideas, in drawing conclusions and suggesting dates.

All we can conclude is that the traditional Vaupés region was a long-standing linguistic area with multilateral diffusion, and with no dominance relationships between the main participants — East Tucanoans and Arawak. The arrival of the Tariana groups created the first major punctuation. Considerable time, however, elapsed between this punctuation and the present moment, and this has enabled the area to form. During this time — probably a few hundred years — diffusional phenomena discussed in Chapters 2-6 occurred; these now reflect COMPLETED CHANGES.

The first contacts with Portuguese and Língua Geral took place in the second half of the 18th century (see discussion by Neves 1998 of the impact of white invasion and particularly of the slave trade in the Vaupés on the structure of indigenous settlements). And, towards the end of the first half of the 20th century, a new kind of contact situation emerged.

1.4.3 A new contact situation: Tucano in the Vaupés area

Catholic missions were fully established in the Brazilian Vaupés in 1920s. Missionaries insisted that just one language be spoken, choosing Tucano for this
The Tucano language started gradually acquiring a dominant status in the Brazilian Vaupés, creating a new situation of unilateral dominance. The effects of this rising unilateral dominance on Tariana, an Arawak language, are especially instructive. Linguistic diffusion from Tucano to Tariana was speeded up; and Tariana gradually became obsolescent. (The impact of a growing dominance of the Tucano language on other, closely related, East Tucanoan languages is a matter for separate study.)

This process probably started in the mid-1920s when the Salesian missionaries established themselves in the area; it became stronger as the years went by. Most speakers who were born from the late 1940s onwards display effects of this contact situation (see Appendix 5).

Table 1.1, based on Grimes (1988), gives an idea of the approximate numbers of those who identify themselves as belonging to East Tucanoan groups and to Tariana, Piratapuya, Wanano, Desano and Cubeo, and those who actually speak the language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tucano</th>
<th>Piratapuya</th>
<th>Wanano</th>
<th>Desano</th>
<th>Cubeo</th>
<th>Tariana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>people</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>1232</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>language speakers</td>
<td>4500</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
That is, in the Brazilian Vaupés, every language group, with the exception of the Tucano themselves, appears to be endangered. However, only Tariana is in real danger of extinction, since all East Tucanoan languages are still spoken by substantial numbers of people on the Colombian side, and Tariana has never been spoken in Colombia.

The main consequence of the recent spread of the Tucano language in the Brazilian Vaupés is a gradual undermining of the one-to-one identification between language and indigenous group. The Tucano and Tucano-speaking ‘upper class’ Tariana are numerically the largest and politically the most important group. This is a threat to what we conceive of as erstwhile ‘egalitarian’ multilingualism and language diversity (in the sense of Haudricourt 1961, and Hill and Hill 1980: 321).

The discrepancy between the number of people who belong to a tribe and those who actually speak the language is particularly marked in the case of Tariana. Those who ‘lost’ their father’s language are referred to as ‘those who speak a borrowed language’ and therefore have nothing to identify with (Tariana na-sawayã na-sape lit. ‘they borrow they speak’). They are treated with a mixture of pity, contempt — and envy (since quite a few of them have managed to achieve a coveted economic status). For those who still speak Tariana this language has particular value as a mark of ‘linguistic solidarity’, a characteristic of linguistic minorities all over the world (cf. Woolard 1989, among others).
The reduction of multilingualism engenders significant changes in linguistic behaviour. We can recall, from §1.4.2, that — according to the language ‘etiquette’ of the area — one is supposed to speak the language one identifies with (that is, one’s father’s language) to one’s siblings, father and all his relatives; and mother’s language to one’s mother and her relatives. Most Tariana speakers of Santa Rosa follow this pattern: they speak Tariana to their father and his classificatory brothers, and East Tucanoan languages (Piratapuya, Tucano and Wanano) to their mother and her generation. However, the twenty to forty year olds tend to speak Tucano among themselves and to their children, saying that ‘this is easier’ and that ‘otherwise women won’t understand’. As a consequence, their children can at most understand Tariana, but none of them can speak it.

In contrast, most Periquitos Tariana speak Tariana to the representatives of their father’s generation and among themselves. When addressing their children they use Tariana, Tucano and Wanano; when they speak to their wives, they prefer their wives’ languages (Tucano or Wanano). As a result, all the children have some competence in Tariana; only some are fluent.

The spread of Tucano is especially strong in Iauaretê, a large mission settlement where most of the ‘higher-ranking’ Tariana groups are concentrated, and in villages comparatively close by. The spread of Tucano in Periquitos — which is much further up the Vaupés river — is less strong. However, as some of the
Periquitos Tariana move to Iauaretê for the purposes of schooling and in search of a ‘better’ life, the Tariana language is likely to become endangered even there. The obsolescence of Tariana, and prospects for the future of this language, are outlined in Chapter 11.

1.5 Materials used for this study

I intend to analyze and compare the following language contact situations: (a) the long-term multilateral diffusion in the Vaupés as a linguistic area; (b) the present-day one-to-one language contact situation between Tariana and the dominant Tucano; and (c) the developing diglossic relationship between Tariana and Portuguese, the national language of Brazil. The results of (a) and (b) will be compared — insofar as possible — to other instances of Arawak-Tucanoan language contact (see §1.3.2).

The basis for this work is a large corpus of fieldwork material on Tariana of Santa Rosa and of Periquitos. The materials consist of over 1700 pages of texts of different genres, in addition to word lists, conversations and other field notes. I have worked or been in contact with over 90% of the speakers of Santa Rosa dialect, of all the generations, and with over 70% of those from Periquitos. Further information on the grammar of Tariana is in my publications (Aikhenvald 1994a,b;
1998a; 1999d-e; 2000c,d; forthcoming-d). Cultural background of the Tariana, and areal diffusion, were discussed in Aikhenvald (1996b; 1999a-c).

In this analysis I distinguish the more archaic language of the older generation from the speech of more innovative speakers (see Appendix 5). I also rely on speakers’ judgements on what is correct and good Tariana — this basically corresponds to older patterns found in the language.

Comparison of Tariana with related Arawak languages is essential for distinguishing areally diffused patterns from inherited ones. For this purpose I employ my own field data and additional existing sources on other North-Arawak languages of the region. These are:

- **Baniwa/Kurripaco:** about 300 pp. of texts in Hohôdene and Siuci dialects; and an unpublished dictionary with about 1000 entries; data and analysis from Aikhenvald 1995b, 1996c (the same set of data is discussed by Baltar 1995); manuscripts by França, Garcia Salazar, Hurko; additional data in Taylor (1991); and also Valadares (1994) on Kumandene dialect;

- **Warekena of Xié:** a grammar by Aikhenvald (1998b) based on 200pp of texts, and also fieldnotes and word lists;

- **Old Warekena, Warena, or Guarequena:** very little is known; the only sources are a brief word list collected by Cristiane Cunha de Oliveira (1994);
papers by Gonzalez-Ñañez (1970; 1990; 1991); and a wordlist by Nimuendajú (1932);

- Bare: a grammar by Aikhenvald (1995a, and references therein) based on over 150 pp. of texts, fieldnotes and word lists (working with the last known speaker);

- Piapoco: a detailed grammar by Klumpp (1990) and dictionary by Klumpp (1995);

- Yucuna: a grammar by Schauer and Schauer (1978).\(^{21}\)

I also rely on Proto-Arawak reconstruction and internal reconstruction — Payne (1991); Aikhenvald (1999b); Seki and Aikhenvald (forthcoming); and Aikhenvald (2001b). References to data on other Arawak languages listed in Appendix 1 are in Aikhenvald (1999b).

For East Tucanoan languages, I rely on:

- Tucano: a grammar and a dictionary by Ramirez (1997); in addition to Brüzzi (1961, 1967), West (1979, 1980), West and Welch (1967), Goehner et al. (1985), and my own field notes;

- Desano: Miller (1976; 1999);


Grammars of West Tucanoan languages include Wheeler (1987), for Siona; Johnson and Levinsohn (1990), for Secoya; Velie Gable (1975), for Orejon; and Cook and Criswell (1993) for Coreguaje.

Barnes (1999) provides a general vision of Tucanoan languages. Additional information on comparative East Tucanoan, West Tucanoan and Proto-Tucanoan and Proto-West Tucanoan comes from Barnes (1999); Barnes (1980); papers in Levinsohn (1992); Gomez-Imbert (1993); Malone (1988), Metzger (1998), and Waltz and Wheeler (1972).

1.6 The structure of this book
This book is intended to serve several purposes. Firstly, it attempts a systematic study of the ways in which language contact may affect the linguistic structure of genetically unrelated languages, in a multilingual situation. My second goal is to formulate hypotheses concerning which categories are more likely and which are less likely to be affected; and which units of speech must readily undergo language change under contact. To achieve this, it is important to look at what are the sociolinguistic parameters at work in the different contact situations which I consider here. For this reason, the chapters dealing with the sociolinguistic aspects of the language contact patterns follow the discussion of which areas of the grammar get affected by the diffisional phenomena.

This book effectively spans historical linguistics, language typology, and sociolinguistics. Historical and comparative issues within the Arawak and Tucanoan families —discussion of which is impossible without the provision of information on the typology and grammar of these languages — are considered in Chapters 2 - 6. In each case, the major focus of discussion is the Vaupés area. Additional information on other foci of Arawak-Tucanoan contact is provided if available. Appendices 1-3 contain additional synchronic, historical and comparative data on Arawak languages, and can be consulted while reading Chapters 2 - 6.

In Chapter 2, I discuss the areal impact of East Tucanoan languages on Tariana phonology. Morphological profile and pronominal systems are the points
on which East Tucanoan and Arawak languages differ most, and this is what makes them look typologically incompatible in significant ways. Chapter 3 discusses how areal diffusion — from Tucanoan into Arawak and from Arawak into Tucanoan — helps ‘bridge’ these differences and results in adding to the complexities in grammatical structure of the languages in contact. Areal diffusion and its impact on nominal categories is discussed in Chapter 4; while Chapter 5 considers restructuring of verbal categories. Diffusional phenomena in syntax and in discourse are dealt with in Chapter 6.

Chapter 7 discusses the impact of a different contact situation, that between Tariana (Arawak) and Portuguese — the national language of Brazil — in the Vaupés area. This recently arisen situation is characterized by diglossia and by a certain relationship of dominance. This chapter focusses both on on-going language change and on concomitant sociolinguistic parameters. (No data are available on the impact of Spanish or Portuguese on other Arawak or Tucanoan languages of the area.) Appendix 4 contains a description of Tariana and East Tucanoan interference in Portuguese which results in the creation of a somewhat different variety of this language.

The next two chapters provide a sociolinguistic perspective on the Vaupés. In Chapter 8 I discuss code-switching and code-mixing rules and inhibitions for different languages of the area — which include East Tucanoan languages,
Portuguese, Baniwa and Tariana dialects. The mechanisms of ‘language awareness’ which help monitor language change, and determine what is correct Tariana and what is not, is the topic of Chapter 9.

After the facts have been analyzed and the general sociolinguistic background discussed in detail, we go on to a summary of the outcomes of direct and of indirect diffusion — this is the topic of Chapter 10. There I also discuss instances of incomplete convergence within the Vaupés area, and problems of identifying independent innovations in Tariana.

An additional parameter of language change in the present day Vaupés area is language obsolescence. In Chapter 11 I look at how language obsolescence affects previously established patterns of areal diffusion; and the new developments in the language it brings about. This chapter covers the issues of language change and of sociolinguistic conditioning for language attrition. I also discuss problems concerning language maintenance in a multilingual and in a multidialectal environment. Appendix 5 describes the language proficiency of the current speakers of Tariana and their children. This is relevant for Chapters 8, 9 and 11.

Chapter 12 draws together the results of different kinds of language contact and their outcomes discussed in the previous chapters, putting them in a cross-linguistic perspective and outlining prospects for future studies.
1Until recently, classifications of South American languages have been almost exclusively the work of scholars who had little first hand knowledge of the languages involved. Loukotka (1968) and Tovar and Tovar (1984) are now somewhat outdated, but on the whole reliable. Kaufman’s (1990) classification was flawed; it has been uncritically followed by Campbell (1997), but contains numerous factual errors (a similar classification is found in Migliazza and Campbell 1988). See Aikhenvald 2002a, for details. Dixon and Aikhenvald (1999) (drawing on the expertise of scholars familiar with the individual language families) can be regarded as a state-of-the-art classification. See Appendix 1.

2 For this reason, even Thomason and Kaufman (1988) often refer to notions such as ‘typological distance’ between languages.

3 Standard Average European — also known as the European Sprachbund — is a linguistic area which includes Germanic, Romance and Slavic languages, as well as the languages of the Balkans (see the detailed discussion in Haspelmath 2001: 53-5).

4 Along similar lines, Matisoff (1991: 447) pessimistically suggests ‘we must content ourselves with sitting back and watching how languages change syntactically and semantically according to their own inner, inscrutable laws’.
5 However, Oliver’s scheme is based on Noble’s (1965) and Matteson’s (1972) classifications and his own lexico-statistic comparisons involving highly unreliable data from thirty languages. There are numerous mistakes in the words given for individual languages, as well as a confusion of language and dialect boundaries. This casts doubt on these hypotheses. Urban (1992: 96) discusses tracing the origins of Arawak-speaking peoples to Peru, and to Lowland Amazonia. More detailed studies are needed.

6 In the past the Retuarâ spoke a different language from the Tanimuca; they are said to have adopted the Tanimuca language. The two groups maintain some dialectal differences (Camilo Robayo, p.c.; Strom 1992: 1-2).

7 Clay Strom (p.c.) reports that there continues to be language exogamy between the Tanimuca and the Retuarâ: the Retuarâ can marry the Tanimuca and vice versa, but neither can marry within their language group. Whether this is also the case with the Yucuna, is not clear.

8 Baniwa-Kurripako form a dialect continuum; the individual dialects differ as to the degree of mutual intelligibility. A useful list of Baniwa-Kurripako dialects can be found in Nimuendajú (1982), and also Rodrigues (1986). Neither Baniwa — which includes the groups in the basins of Lower and Middle Içana rivers — nor Kurripako — who live in the basin of the Upper Içana — are used as auto-
denominations by the members of these groups: Baniwa is a variant of Portuguese
*maniva*, or *maniwa* ‘manioc’ (a loan from Língua Geral, a former lingua franca of Tupí-Guaraní origin), a staple food of the region; while Kurripako consists of *kurri* ‘negation’ plus *pa-aku* (impersonal prefix-speak), literally, ‘one says *kurri* for “no”’. The speakers refer to themselves with the names of particular dialects, such as Siuci, Hohôdene and Dzawinai (for the Baniwa); or Kumandene and Ayanene (for the Kurripako). An alternative general term for both Baniwa and Kurripako is ‘Içaneiro’ (peoples of the Içana river); see §1.4.1; also see Aikhenvald (1999b) and Taylor (1991: 7-8).

9 The Vaupés Indians are conscious of the close similarity between different Tucanoan ‘languages’. They acknowledge close relationships between Wanano and Piratapuya (which are in fact close dialects with about 94% lexicon in common: see Aikhenvald 1999c); and say that Tucano is ‘quite different’ from these, while Cubeo is ‘very different’ and ‘hard to learn’. Tariana — which belongs to a different family — is acclaimed as ‘extremely difficult’. The Tariana consider each other blood relatives; while representatives of all other nations are called ‘marrigeable relatives’, or ‘in-laws’.

10 With the exception of the traditional Desano who used to live near small streams.
11 The Makú groups of Dâw (Elias Coelho, p.c.) and Hupda (Renato Atias, p.c.) must have traditionally had exogamy between their clans. The rules of marriage between Tucanoan people and Tariana speakers involve a number of complexities, probably historically motivated (see Jackson 1983, and also Neves 1998). See Diagram 1.1.

12 The Santa Rosa Tariana tell me that they used to have Makú ‘underlings’ of their own, who they called Mayhen, lit. ‘beetles’. They are said to have fled to Manaus. It is not known what language they used to speak. This story may relate to the intensive slave trade by the Tariana with the now extinct Manao (who gave the name to the city of Manaus) as middlemen — see Neves (1998: 370-1).

13 The vast majority of the population of the Brazilian Vaupés are practising Catholics. Most people aged between twenty and sixty are at least functionally literate in Portuguese, thanks to the obligatory schooling imposed by the Salesians. Recently, literacy in Tucano has been introduced. It is acknowledged by the vast majority as ‘too complicated’ and is hardly ever used (except in some church materials distributed by the mission centre and in the notices and prayers on the mission walls produced by Salesians).

14 Hardly any non-Indians speak indigenous languages. When there is a white person around, the interaction is in Portuguese — for those who feel confident
about it. Those who do not remain silent. Some still use Tucano, as an ‘unmarked’ lingua franca of the area. Once I visited a Piratapuya-speaking household (accompanied by the Santa Rosa Tariana family I stayed with). A younger person addressed me in Portuguese, but the old lady of the house muttered a greeting in Tucano. Indians who consider themselves ‘in charge’ of the situation make it a point of using their own language. During my stay in the Tariana village of Santa Rosa one of the few shamans on the Vaupés, a Wanano himself, paid us a brief visit. He spoke to me in Wanano, to show his status; and then switched to Tucano, to make himself understood by ‘women who only speak Tucano’ (he was said to know no Portuguese).

However, according to Wanano oral histories, the Cubeo appear to have been in the Vaupés areas long before the other tribes (Nathan Waltz, p.c.). Curiously, the term ‘Cubeo’ is used as a cover denomination for all the Indians in the area, both speaking East Tucanoan languages and those speaking Tariana.

Wanano oral histories go against this statement, indicating that at least some groups could have come from the east or southeast (Nathan Waltz, p.c.). This controversy can only be solved by a careful examination of the oral histories of all the indigenous groups of the area and the subclans within them, combined with archeological examination; this goes beyond the scope of the present study.
17 Much later dates were proposed by Hugh-Jones (1981: 42) and Chernela (1993: 24), with no principled justification. These dates (circa 18th century) just wouldn’t allow enough time for the diffusion which did take place between Tariana and East Tucanoan languages discussed throughout this book.

18 This is also the case with hierarchically-organized subgroups of East Tucanoan people. I am indebted to Dominique Buchillet for pointing out to me the existence of different versions of intratribal hierarchies and myths among the Desano, and to Janet Barnes for pointing out dialectal differences among hierarchically different groups of Tuyuca. As far as I know, these differences have never been discussed in the relevant linguistic or anthropological literature.

19 According to the Wamia|ikune of Santa Rosa, the Kaline are not ‘true’ Tariana: they are a group of Makú people who shifted language to Tariana (text 1 in Aikhenvald 1999a), and then to Tucano.

20 However, Cândido Brito, the most knowledgeable expert on Tariana history, was not sure whether this war was fought by his ancestors or by some other group.

21 I am grateful to Camilo Robayo for providing additional information on Yucuna.